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Dear Students,
Welcome back to campus ! Enrollment figures and
a spirit of enthusiasm among the students promise
another fine year.
Within the past several months, a number of
changes have taken place in the physical aspects of
the campus. The Student Union Building has been dedicated, the flagpole erected, the Psychological Testing
Center enlarged. An expandedbookstore has takenover
the space vacated by the familiar "Cave."
We believe that these forward moving changes
are indicative of the spirit of our student body, of
our faculty, of our administration. Together we are
interested in building a truly great center of Christian wisdom and culture to be earned on in an atmosphere of warm friendliness and personal interest in
the student, as an individual, whose qualities of mind
and heart are to be developed and enriched.
In these days when thoughtful citizens are being
forced by widespread evidence of dishonesty and corruption to recognize the need of sound moral principles, we pray that both upper classmen and freshmen
will, among the other things that they hope to derive
from college life, consider that their first and most
important duty to themselves, during their college
years will be to ground themselves in a sound and
thoroughly Christian philosophy of life.
Sincerely yours in Christ,
(Very Rev.) A. A. LEMIEUX, S.J.
President of Seattle University.

No. 1

Frosh Week Welcomes
Over 800 Students
DONA DONALDSON
the gym at 11o'clock for "Welcome
to SU" by Father Robert Rebhahn,
City Editor
Designed to welcome over 800 S.J., dean of men; Father John
SU freshmen, ASSU sponsored Kelley, S.J., public relations direcFrosh Week started with orienta- tor; Mrs. Marie Leonard, dean of
tion meetings last Monday and will women, and Philip Smith, ASSU
be climaxed by the annual all- president.
"Flip" adds this message. "In
school Frosh Mixer tomorrow
welcoming; you to Seattle Univernight.
The dance will be held at the sity Iwant to impress you with this
Encore Ballroom, 1214 East Pike, very simple idea: There are no
with the Chanticleers orchestra for strangersat SU. We pride ourselves
dancing from 9 to 12 p.m. Chair- in our friendliness. AH Sophomanis D. John Jolly and admission mores, Juniors and Seniors are
is 75 cents.
more than anxious to meet you.
Beginning the week, frosh met in That fact was evidenced Monday
SU Memorial Gymnasium Monday night at the Sox Hop when many
By

-

morning in response to letters upperclassmen 'managed' to attend
mailed to them after registration. the 'strictly Freshman' dance.
The orientation schedule opened
"We are glad to have the class of
with a welcoming address by Very 1957 with us and together we will
Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., president have a year which will produce for
of SU. Special orientation accord- us enlightenment, education and
enjoyment."
ing to schools and departments folEntertainment by Joseph Galucci
lowed.
The new students came back to at the piano and songs by Dorothy

Schaaf between speeches by Rose
Armstrong, AWSSU president;
Emmett Casey, ASSU vice president, and Willard Fenton, director
of athletics, completed the program
for the morning.

A.C.E. guidance tests were given
Guidance Center "for pur-

by the

poses of counselling" in the afternoon. The tests were required for
all Freshmen students.
Monday evening a mixer was
held in the gym for the frosh. Officers from the clubs and ASSU and
AWSSU officers with identification
name tags attended to meet the
new students.
The mixer tonight is open to all
students and their friends withproceeds of the dance going to the
United Good Neighbor drive.

Nominations Set
For Class Offices;
Student Assembly

Women's Halls Mirror
Large Enrollment
An overwhelming influx of out6f-town students is indicated by
the increase in women's resident
halls enrollment this fall. Last
year's 140 has climbed to a total
of 217 girls. 138 of these are attending Seattle U. for the first time.
"We are happy to have so many

Faculty Changes
Include Thirteen
New Instructors
New additions to the faculty for
fall quarter have been announced
by the Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux,
S.J., president of Seattle University.
Rev. Robert Rehbahn, S.J., former principal of Loyola High
School in Missoula, Mont., is the
new Dean of Men. A former student of Seattle Prep before entering the Society of Jesus, Father
was ordained in June of 1948 at
San Francisco. He received his
master's degree from Gonzaga University. Previous to this, Fr. Rehbahn taught at Seattle Prep and
Gonzaga High School. He is the
former chaplain at Firlands Sanatorium. Father replaces Rev. John
Corrigan, S.J., as dean of men.
In the English Department, Rev.
Fred P. Harrison; S.J., has been
appointed to replace Rev. Robert
Carmody, S.J.
Rev. Edward Doherty, S.J., who
just completed his tertianship, will
temporarily serve as head of the
History Department. This replacement was made in the absence of
Rev. Joseph Donovan, S.J., who
is in Europe for a year of studying.
Physics and mathematics will be
taught this year by Rev. James
Gowgill, S.J., who has returned
from his doctorate studies in chemistry at the University of Notre
Dame.
Rev. John Dempsey, S.J., who
formerly taught at Sheridan Juniorate, will teach English, replacing
Rev. Alexander McDonald, S.J..
who will takehis place at Sheridan.
Rev. Augustine Ferretti, S.J.,
who previously taught at Mount
St. Michael's in Spokane, will teach
philosophy.
New lay faculty members at Seattle U. are Mrs. Katherine Osborne, a former newspaper woman
in Seattle, who will have charge
of the food and nutrition sequence
in the Department of Home Economics.
Mrs. Kazuye Takei will teach
(Continued on Page Five)

new hall girls at Seattle University," Mrs. Marie Leonard, dean
of women .stated this week. "With
more than 200 girls, the halls comprise over 10 per cent of our stu-

dent population."
This increase ot over one-third
necessitated expansion in housing
arrangements. The entire fourth
floor
of
Providence Hospital
Nurses' Residence, 1715 E. Cherry,
was converted into a separate hall
accommodating 41 girls.
Mrs. Meyers, former Campion
housemother, has been charged
with the responsibility of regulating the separate governments of
Providence Hall and the resident
nurses in training. Jeanne Croteau,
junior, was appointed temporary
hall president. Elected last spring,
Mary Herron, senior, is Nurses'

president.

DEAN OF MEN, Father Robert Rebhahn, S.J., addresses the Frosh
Assembly in the Memorial Gym. Seated behind him are (left to
right): Fr. John Kelley, Dean Marie Leonard, ASSU President Philip
Smith, AWSSU President Rose Armstrong, Enunett Casey, Dorothy
Reuter, Bob Elliott, Jerry Schrapps, and Athletic Director Willard

Fenton.

Sodality Officers
Named for '53-54

Caroline Hall, formerly at 118
17th Aye. No., has moved to the
more convenient location at 1110
University. Last year's capacity of
Spearheading the Sociality for
17 girls has swelled to 56 in the the new scholastic year will be Pat
new hall.
Rice as prefect. Other officers anAt present the girls' halls num- nounced by Father Francis Lindeber six: Bordeaux, with 28 occu- kugel, S.J., moderator of the SU
pants; Campion, holding 30; Caro- Sodality, are: vice prefect, Mary
line, 56; Mitchell, 35; Providence, Canavan; secretary, Jolene La41; and Sarazin, 27.
Camera; treasurer, Lionel Jolly;
The modern Z-shaped girls' dor- chairman of women counselors, Liz
mitory now under construction on Radner; chairman of men counselCherry St., between Summit and ors, John Duyungan.
Minor, will combine all women's
All students interested in the Soresidences into one. With a capacity
of more than 300, it is slated to dality are invited to attend any one
of the three introductory meetings.
open next fall.
The new dormitory, financed by
These meeting's are scheduled for
a $1,320,000 federal loan, will have Sunday, Oct. 4, in the Liberal Arts
facilities for the general convenience of the girls.
The girls' halls are governed by
their own officers and a central
inter-hall council. Inter-hall president this year is Maureen McCormick. Hall presidents, voted last
As throughout the nation doorspring, are Maureen McCormick,
Bordeaux; Kathleen Humes, Cam- bell ringing campaigns started for
pion; Kay Fleming, Caroline; Ann the annual United Good Neighbors,
Carroll, Mitchell; Heanne Hohenl- SU's drive was launched this week
ritner, Sarazin; Jeanne Croteau, under Chairman Jerry Schrapps.
Proceeds from three dances, inProvidence.
dividual contributions and class
room collections next week will be
the sources of the school's $1,660

'

building at 7:30 p.m.; Wednesday,
Oct. 7, at 1:00 p.m. also in the LA
building', and Wednesday evening
at 7:30 in room 219.
Students are also invited to visit
the new Sodality office located in
the Student Union building. A Sodality member will be there to offer
any information concerning the Sodality program and its activities.
"The Sodality, as the students'
official Catholic Action organization, looks forward to one of its
best years at Seattle University,"
said Fr. Lindekugel, "and especially since the Pope has proclaimed
this year as the year of Mary."

UGN Launches Fall Campaign
Quota of $1,660 SU Goal

quota.

MEMORIAL GYM was the scene
of the Frosh assembly.

The record shows SU first in
Washington in the past to reach
and top their goal; last year going
over by 5 per cent.
Jerry points out, "Giving to this
charity is not only a contribution
but a wise investment for your future because you yourself or your
family may never know when they
will be forced to call on one of
these 62 agencies for relief. So
everybody gives. Everybody bene-

fits."
This week contributions can be
made in the Cafeteria where a
"well" is set up to take them. Record of the progress towards the
goal is seen on the large thermometer poster over the booth.
Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, president of SU, is a lieutenant general
in the education division of the
drive.
UGN has taken long strides
toward the goal of unifying fundraising for health and welfare
needs of the community, eliminating the biggest February, April and
drives to take the year-round
':i\ssure off contributors.
Ths goal for the school seems
ate enough in relation to the
$3,322,010 quota set for King
county.

Sophomore, Junior and Senior
classes meet to nominate officers,
and Freshmen to elect a co-chairman for the Barn Dance next Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 12:30 p.m.
Rooms for the meetings are:
Room 123
Freshmen
Sophomores
Room 412
Room 410
Juniors
Room 219
Seniors
In the nominations all but two
candidates for each office are eliminated, then the names of these two
appear on the final ballot October 12.
Petitions for the Student Assembly Board will be given out at this
timealso to sophomoresand upperclassmen. These must be signed by
30 students and returned to "Flip"
Smith by 1:30 Friday, Oct. 9. The
Assembly Board is made up of five
students from each of the three

classes.

The Frosh meeting- will be conducted by Student Body officers,
with the electionof their officers at
a later date. The other classes will
have 1952-53 officers leading.
Activity cards are required for
the final elections.

Talent Needed
For Mv Sigma
Variety Show

"Texan's Holiday," the theme for
the 1953 Variety Show sponsored
by Mv Sigma, will be presented
at the Woman's Century Theater
Nov. 11, 12, 13, and 14. Acts will
center around a Texan visiting the
well known spots in Seattle.
Shirley Givins, sophomore, will
act in her official role as Seafair
Queen. Others in the cast include
John Pietromonaco, pianist; the
Chanticleers; and Pat and Sally
Rice. These are just a few of the
many acts.
All persons who are interested
in taking part in this activity are
urged to come to the tryouts. They
will be tonight and every night
next week at 7:30, in the Little
Theater.
Such acts as dancing, singing,
instrumentalists in groups or solo,
and any other talent or entertainment are welcomed by the group.
A spokesman says, "If you feel
you have no talent, there is need
for workers in the props and costume departments, and as stage-

hands."
Those interested in taking

part

in the first production of the year
should report to the Little Theater
tonight to Tom Stipek, president
of Mv Sigma.

L
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A Word to the frosh

You freshmen are probably discovering what we who have been
around for some time have suspected all along. Seattle University has
one of the friendliest college atmospheres you will ever find. ln your
tours of discovery (trying to locate some strange classroom), in your
"floaters" taken in the Student Union cafeteria (an act which we oldtimers nostalgically refer to as "caveology"), in your lecture rooms
(attempting to let knowledge accomplish osmosis through your skull),
you are imbibing some of the contagious SU cameraderie.
But underlying the friendly spirit here at SU is that firm, practical
application of the philosophy that Jesuit education stands for "the
education of the whole man." This is the appreciation of man, a being
of spiritual and material components, as an individual rather than as
a statistic. Thus, in a concise phrase is summed up the essence of the
university you are attending.
At your disposal, then, is a faculty of men and women devoted to
their work in leading you through the labyrinthian corridors of collegiate studies. Since you have paid a library fee, the facilities of the
library are at your convenience. Many students have gone through
SU without realizing the important of the library; they have left here
that much less equipped in their careers.
For your spiritual needs, the chapel is always open to you either
for daily Mass, confessions, or just meditation. You will find that, although your schedule may be rough or your exams tough, a moment
in the chapel will restore your self-confidence.
As we started out to say, Seattle University has a friendly atmosphere. This fact is translatedinto action by the various activities which
dot the scholastic calendar. However, do not altogether neglect studies
for activities, or vice versa. (In this regard SU has, at times, been
dubbed with the odious epithet "Social U.") Nevertheless, you will
find that the experiencein meeting new people, working on committees,
attending mixers, and so on, is an education in itself. By such social
contact you will become far richer in the understanding of human
nature.
So become acquainted wth the various service, professional, and
academic organizations open to you. They are looking forward to your
membership during the coming year.
Finally, learn about SU, its customs, its traditions, its songs and
yells. Become familiar with the figures on campus, both faculty and
students. In a little while, perhaps, someone may mistake you for

—

—

upperclassmen.

with your great enthusiasm to lead yon, your future accomplishments in the varied expressions of campus life should make you
So

an outstanding class. God speed you in your new career!

—A. A.

Oatted ln Charity
"Love thy neighbor as thyself," could well be the slogan of the
1953 United Good Neighbors campaign. For, indeed, have we a responsibility to our neighbor equally important to responsibility to our own

selves.

"Who is our neighbor?" someone may ask. Our neighbor is the
victim of polio, the child afflicted with cerebral palsy, the man crippled
by heart disease. He is the lonely serviceman in a strange city. He is
the infant born to be cared for by welfare groups.
To take care of the needs of 62 agencies, a goal of $3,322,019 has
been set for the lIGN campaign in Seattle and King County. Of this
vast sum Seattle University has a quota of $1,660. The activities of
Frosh Week, including tomorrow night's mixer, are helping toward
reaching and surpassing this goal.
Your hearty and generous response when the

UGN collections are
taken up in the classrooms next week will be a source of inward satisfaction. At the same time it will be an outward, as well as a practical,
manifestation of true charity. Motivated in such a manner, you will

put SU over the top.

BUS YOUR DISHES!

Once upon a time there wasa restaurantinNew York City. Business
was booming but help was hard to procure. The employees were overworked almost to the point of exhaustion and could not possibly cope
with the amount of trade that was virtually running the establishment
into the ground.
Dishes were lying around and the restaurant was unkempt to the
lowest degree. Business fell off and before long the owner entered into
a state of bankruptcy.

Here at Seattle University we are faced with roughly the same
problem, with moderate changes, of course. The cafeteria is crowded
affording little room in which to move around. A waitress would have
to be heavily insured to bus your dishes for you.
We do not want this situation arising in The Chieftain. It is true

it would be humorous but there could be some severe consequences
involved. Therefore we must ask the students to "bus their own dishes."
It will take more time and more effort, but by doing this small task
of removing your owndishes from the tables we can make The Chieftain
a better place to be in.
V. L.

—

Rev. James B. McGoldrick, S.J.
Professor of Psychology

of modern psychiatry is essentially
based, is rejected in favor of what
Father has termed "marginal
awareness." The dualistic tone of
the book, in treating of both the
body and soul, pictures man in his
entirety.
The importance of such a book
was first noted by Father McGoldrick when he was Dean of Seattle
College during the years from 1933
to 1943. He then planned a book
principally for nurses and medical
students. Now, after five years of
research and preparation, the text
has been adapted to embrace the
fields of medicine,social work, education, and liberal arts.
The book is considered a clear,
concise work with excellent editing. AuthorsMcGoldrick and Cavanogh are to be commended for a
work that is both intelligent and
interesting reading.

" DICK MANNING

Time to Activate!
Want to win a really big prize?
A substantial reward? Then lend
an ear for a moment and find out
how you, too, can win this big
reward! It won't cost you a cent
no box tops, no coupons, no money!
This colossal prize is all yours for
if you will contribute
the asking
a small amount of good intelligence, your energy, enthusiasm,
and above all your interest! What's
more, you'll have the best time of
your life attaining this reward.

Other vocational clubs are the
Pan Xenia (foreign trade), the Phi
Tau Alpha (Education), the Philosophy Club, the Psychology Club,
the Sociology Club. For those whc>
excel in a particular activity or
vocational field there are national
honorary organizational chapters
on campus such as Alpha Sigma
Nu (men's scholastic honorary),
Alpha Epsilon Delta (pre-med),
Alpha Tau Delta
(nursing),
Gamma Sigma Alpha (journalism),
Sounds fantastic, impossible, Lambda Tau (lab-tech), Kappa
doesn't it? Here are all the details. Delta Pi (education), or Mv Rho
On campus some 43 academic, Lambda (medical record science).
Want to be a U. S. senator? Then
service, and vocational student organizations are .soliciting your join the Young Republican, or
membership. At least one of these Young Democratic Clubs. Or
clubs serves a function that will maybe you're going to be a lawyer.
appealto your interest, your extra- Then sign up with the GavelClub.
curricular hobby or activity, your Exercise your journalistic talent
vocational fieldof endeavor. All of with the Aegis (school annual), or
these organizations provide a social the SPECTATOR. If you're an
function in addition to their indi- athlete, you'll probably enlist in
vidual organizational purpose. They the Varsity Club. TheDrama Guild
all offer varied programs of activity that are designed to benefit you
to give
socially, educationally
you that balance that rounds out
college education and college life.
Have you ever had that vaguely
Are you interested in rendering
material service to the student uneasy feeling that you were rebody, various activities, and the peating the same action that you'd
school? Then if you're a male you already gone through sometime in
might pledge the Alpha Phi the past? That happened to us last
Omegas or the Intercollegiate Monday morning, only the repetiKnights. If you're a girl, you tion was carried out with clear
might want to join the Spurs, the memory and much less uneasiness.
women's national service honorary
We went to Frosh orientation
club on campus. Or, perhaps you for the second time in three years.
think you have a good voice or
Sitting in almost the identical
some other musical talent. Then spot in the gym, we remembered
the A Cappella Choir, Mv Sigma, hearing the same advice given to
the orchestra, the operetta, or the
another group of befuddled, but
double-quintet can offer you the game, freshmen.
opportunity of self expression
"We at SeattleUniversity believe
you're looking for.
that the most important thing we
Andof course engineers will cer- can give you is a basic philosophy
tainly want to join one of the fol- of life." These words were spoken
lowing clubs: the IRE, the Civil Monday by the president of SU,
Engineers, the Mechanical Engi- Fr. Lemieux. We began to wonneers, or the Industrial Chemical der just how much we had appreEngineers. For home economics ciated those words in 1950. It's
students, there's the Colhecon Club; easy to slip through four years,
for pro-dental students, the Pre- complaining about the teachers,
Dental Club. Want to be a big beating the walls over the tuition,
business man? Then join the and thoughtlessly seeking and accepting much less than we have
Commerce Club.
been offered.
Whether we work our way
through school or have sacrificing
parents, we often fail to see that
we are lucky to be at Seattle University, getting an education from
people who are teaching because
the ysee something worthwhile in
us. This is a blessing we don't
Students able to play band in- always merit.
The Irish poet, Brian O'Higgins,
struments should contact Mr.
expressed
this thought very well,
Thomas Rodrique as soon as poswe think, in "A Prayer for Stusible.
dents":
The band meets every Monday,
"That so they may learn the
Wednesday and Friday at 11 in
one great lesson
room 601, Warren West Hall. It is So often
missed by the human
not necessary to be a member of
race
ROTC. School students are availThere is no knowledge where Faith
able if needed.
is flouted;
Mr. Rodrique, the director,
a There is no beauty without grace."
" " "
noted Seattle symphony musician.
He will be glad to help anyone who
The United Good Neighbors
is interested.
Wishing Well in the cafeteriaj like
Free admission to basketball rfiost things around SU, didn't just
games is provided for band mem- spring out of the floor. Last Tuesbers.
day night a crew of Mitchell Hall

—

—

—

MARY MOE

"repressed unconscious" of Freud, on which so much

activities. The

Some of the "gold" in Father
McGoldrick has been discovered
in a field■ the field of psychiatry.
We refer to the book, "Fundamental Psychiatry," written under the
co-authorship of Rev. James B.
McGoldrick, S.J., and John Cavanogh, M.D. This thought-provoking book is the first of its kind
written in English, presenting psychiatry from the standpoint of
scholastic philosophy and Catholic
teaching. Previously all excepted
doctrines have been based on a
materialistic viewpoint.

trains potential Broadway stars.
The Chess, Ski, Pinoy, and Totem
Clubs are other organizations with
interesting activities. If you want
to further Catholic action, there's

the Sodality.
The important thing to remember in all these organizations is
this: They all consist of students
like yourself, all seeking a particular goal for the mutual benefit and
betterment of those within the individual club. It all adds up to a
lot of fun and some real valuepacked advantages. Extracurricular activities such as these ARE
INTENDED as part and parcel of
your education here at SU! Join
one of these clubs and reap the
big reward of a good time and
some interesting educational de-

velopment.

REMEMBER: No box tops, no
coupons, no money; just your interest, enthusiasm, and energy.
Join today! Now!

Brdwy. & Madison
" -Crossroads

...

-

Musicians Wanted
By T. Rodrique
To Play in Band

"

...

—

is'

LEILA CHARBONNEAU

girls, spurred on by Sergeant-atArms Jerry Schrapps, spent their
evening twining crepe paper and
painting signs. As they put the
finishing touches in place, a blackrobed priest came by and stopped
to watch. With a smile, he dropped
the first donation into the pot.
First contributor Fr. Lemieux.

—

"

"

"

Several new additions were installed at SU this summer, among
them our new switchboard operator, Mrs. Margaret Hurley. Always equipped with a friendly
smile and a quick sense of humor,
Mrs. Hurley took over on the
switchboard early in June. She
found the first few days of school
a little hectic but declares that
she's ready if it ever drives her
crazy. "That's why they put me
in this cage," she says.

"

"

"

Faculty Spotlight
If you haven't already met him,
we'd like to introduce Mr. James
Holland Bell, head of pre-law at
SU. Mr. Bell started teaching here
just two years ago when he decided to retire from his active
law practice. A quiet, unassuming
gentleman, Mr. Bell might be categorized as "serious" if you didn't
notice the twinkle in his eyes
or if you were not alert for his
frequent, straight-faced jokes. A
family man with three children,
he married in 1941. Both he and
his wife were seen at many of
SU's basketball games last year.
Every teacher has favorite classroom traditions, and Mr. Bell
enjoys telling his favorite. "Every

quarter," he will explain to you,
"I start my business law classes
by asking how many have ever

read the Constitution. Not a hand
goes up. Irave .stamp on the floor,
bite my ears, and pound the desk.
Invariably I've come to look for
it
someone will greet me in the
hall the same week with 'Good
"
morning, Mr. Constitution.'

—

—
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Many Seattle U Students
Embrace Religious Life
Mary Narey and Anne Lippert,
two of a number of former SU
students who entered religious life
this summer, were honored last
week at a Sodality reception in
the home of Dona Donaldson. Prior
to their'departure for the Benedictine Sisterhood at Queen of Angels
Convent, Mt. Angel, Ore., they presented to Father Francis Lindekugel, S.J., Sodality moderator, a
farewell gift of a new missal for
the University Chapel.

cent's in West Seattle to become
Sisters of Charity of Providence.
Jean Kulczycki entered the Benedictines at Olympia, Wash.; and
Geraldine Moffatt, the Sisters of
the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary,
Marylhurst, Ore.

Among other students from Seattle U. are John Ryan, Ron Funke,

and John Haberle, formerly of Seattle University, who entered the
Jesuit Novitiate at Sheridan, Ore.
Entering the diocesan priesthood
at St. Edward's Seminary, Ken-

more, Wash., was Walt McGee,
while John Mahoney entered the
novitiate of the Columban Fathers.
Terry Griffith joined the Paulist

Fathers, and Barrett Johnston, the

Christian Brothers.

Honor Guests Mary Narey (left) and
Anne Lippert at Sodality reception.
Photo by Fr. Leo Schmid

Charlotte VanDyke and Marian
Julem went to Mount St. Yin-

3

M&mo-

MeetUuf

Activities Board will meet this
Tuesday evening, Oct. 6, at 7:30.
The meeting roomhas not yet been
designated. Every active organization on campus must be represented by its president or a delegate. The activity calendar for the
fall quarter will be drawn up at
this meeting.
Alpha Phi Omega, men's national
service organization, will hold a
general business meeting this
Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, at 8
p.m., in the Liberal Arts Building.
Pledging, as well as the activities
for the year, will be discussed. Also,
A Phi O members are selling parking lot permits at the Information
Booth today and tomorrow from
8 a.m. to 1 p.m. The permits are
$3.00 per quarter.
The Gavel Club will hold its first
fall meeting next Wednesday, Oct.
7, at 8:00 in the evening in the
Liberal Arts Building. Important
plans for the coming year's activity
will be made. All interested in
debate, oratory, and other public
speaking are urged to attend. All
interested frosh are especially in-

at

Hiyu Coulee is hiking to Trout

5 Point Cleaners
— 1112 Broadway
Across the Street from Campus

a.

j.

ill.

lie

giuujj

will
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THE SPECTATOR invites students interested in news reporting,
feature and sports writing, typing,
circulation, and advertising to
come to the SPEC office in the
Student Union this afternoon from
12:30 to 1:30.

Lake this Sunday, Oct. 4. Anyone,
freshmen in particular, who enjoys
hiking and community singing is
welcome. Hikers will assemble at
the north end of the Mall and Liberal Arts Building for departure
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Applications for the Nov. 19,
1953, and the April 22, 1954, ad-

ministrations of the College Qualification Test are now available at
Selective Service System local
boards throughout the country.
Eligible students who intend to
take this test on either date Should
apply at once to the nearest Selective Service local board for an
application and a bulletin of information.
Following' instructions in the bulletin, the student should fill out
his application and mail it immediately in the envelope provided to
SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAMINING SECTION, Educational Testing Service, P.O. Box 586, Princeton, N. J. Applications for the
Nov. 19 test must be postmarked
no later than midnight, Nov. 2,

based on tbe fact that LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!*
unknown,

-JjBUJi

if

chestra at the Washington Athletic
Club today. Following he will
speak to members of the Washington Athletic Club and their guests.
On Friday he will be honored at
a tea given by the Washington
Federation of Music Clubs in the
Woman's Century Club.
Dr. Spaeth is the author of 30
books on music. For 12 years he
was a member of the Metropolitan
Opera Quiz of the Air and radio
listenersremember him also as the
"Tune Detective." He writes a
weekly newspaper column, "Music
for Everybody." This same title is
applied to a series of television
films and educational recordings.
Dr. Spaeth is appearing in Seattle
as part of the Golden Jubilee celebration of the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra.The Jubilee series opens
Nov. 3 at the Orpheum Theatre.
Season tickets are now on sale at
614 Orpheum Building, telephone
MUtual 1675.

Available Now

WRITE A LUCKY STRIKE JINGLE
to J>arts

Dr. Spaeth, America's most popular speaker and writer on music,
will be honored at a luncheon sponsored by the Seattle Symphony Or-

Applications

in
You can cash .g-.nl

TWICE AS MANY AWARDS THIS YEAR

H known-towns

Due in Seattle today is Sigmund
Spaeth, who will make numerous
public and radio appearances on
behalf of the Golden Jubilee of the
Seattle Symphony Orchestra.

SSCQT Test
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WELCOME, STUDENTS!

<?

campus at 6:30 p.m. for a "getacquainted party" in the Student
Union lounge which will last until
9 p.m. A fee of $1.00 for the rental
of vehicles will be charged.
Intercollegiate Knights will hold
their first meeting Monday, Oct. 5,
at 7:30 p.m. in the LA building,
room219. The topics for discussion
are pledging, the "Who's Who"
book and the Sox Hop.
Pre-Law students interested in
forming an organization can contact Dick Manning here on campus
or at EAst 7484. The function of
the club will be to meet weekly
and to study the weekly advance
sheets of the United States Supreme Court.
The Sodality of Seattle University is scheduling three introductory meetings for the coming week:
Sunday, Oct. 4, 7:30 p.m.; and
Wednesday, Oct. 7, 1 p.m., both
in 'Liberal Arts, Room 123; and
Oct. 7, 7:30 p.m., in Room 219. All
Catholic students are invited to
attend these meetings, at which
the Sodality program will be ex-

Spaeth Honors
Seattle Symphony
Golden Jubilee

Easiest $25 you ever made Sit right

2

ever before!

"

||\

1953.
According to Educational Testing
Service, which prepares and administers the College Qualification
Test for the Selective Service System, it will be greatly to the student's advantage to file his application at once, regardless of the
testing date he selects. The results
will be reported to the student's
Selective Service local board of
jurisdiction for use in considering
his deferment as a student.
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Read the jingles on this page. Write
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Write as many as you want. There's
no limit to the number of awards you

f^ J^k

CHOIR TRYOUTS NEXT WEEK
Seattle University choir is welcoming all singers who are interested in becoming members of the
choir to tryouts to be held Monday
and Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Waren West Hall, room 601.
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jingles, we'll pay you $25 for the right

SHINING EXAMPLE
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CLIP OUT THIS INFORMATION

*

RULES

*TIPS

1. Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain piece
ofpaper or post card andsendit toHappy-Go-Lucky,
P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N.Y.Be sure that your
name, address, college and class are included and

lowing:

2. Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
"Luckies taste better," is only one. (See "Tips.")
3. Every student of any college, university or postgraduateschool may submit jingles.
4. You may submit as many jingles as you like.
Remember, you are eligible to receive more than
one $25 award.

Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother
S0 round, so firm, so fully packed
So {re^ and easy on the draw
Be Happy-Go Lucky
uy,Luckles by the carton
Luckies give you deep-down smoking

—
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To earn an award you
" are not limited to
"Luckies taste better. Use any other sales
points on Lucky Strike, such as the fol-
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SHE'S lIKE NEW YOUNG FEIUTR
IVE ALWAYS SCRVICEO HER AT—

CHUCK and FRED'S

Madison Street Service
1321 Madison St.
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EVANGELINE FAHY
Principal
Lawson School
Chicago, Illinois
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FATHER PAUL KELLY
Principal
Rtordan High School
San Francisco, California
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ROSS LARSEN
Principal
Austin Junior High School

Principal
Baldwin Junior High School
Montgomery, Alabama
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Weldele School
Terre Haute, Indiana
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Bookstore Takes Over
As 'Old Cave' Goes
Like the fairy godmother of leg-

end, Father McNulty waved his
wand (slide rule, that is), and what

had been the smoke besmudged,
grease-stained Cave was transformed into a bright, cheery and
delightfully functional bookstore.
Where once slaveys toiled amidst
the dust and termites of the old
library with its slanting wooden
stacks and unfinished rock walls,
the current crop of students find a
room that is completely modern
and functional, and distinguished
by the tasteful use of color and
natural wood.
Habitues of the old Cave were so
disturbed by the surging waves of
nostalgia that engulfed them, that
the vaulting price of the books left

McCANN'S
extends a cordial
invitation to all
students of Seattle
University to visit
their shop.

lege entrance exams, and counsels
the students.
Seattle University donates the
service of the director, office space
and overhead, but a token fee is
asked of the students to help underwrite the cost of operation.

MR. WILLIAM A. GUPPY is
shown in his newly remodeled
office as assistant director of the
Psychological Testing Center.

First Hill Floral Headquarters

P. J. CASE
FLORIST
1014 Madison St.

BROADWAY
BOWLING ALLEYS
Noon to Midnight
Ml. 5233
Phone for Reservations

. ..

After the Game
Make it a Big

SATURDAY NIGHT
with the

Rainy City Jazz Band
Dancing 10-2 A. M.

FOSS' SHADOW LAKE

—

From Renton, Four Miles out Maple
Valley Highway Follow Signs.

WELCOME, Class of '57!

10% DISCOUNT upon Presentation of This Ad
ADMIRAL CLEANERS . . 1016 Madison St.
We Operate Our Own Plant

.
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Frank Kiefner's 4Back-to-SchooF Special
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Ar 17-JEWEL WATCH— Sweep Second Hand,

" Anti-Magnetic
/ \ji) Waterproof " Shockproof
"
Luminous Dial
1-Year Guarantee.
i
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10%
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Law School admission tests required of applicants for admission
to a number of leading American
law schools, will be given at more
than 100 centers throughout the
United States on the mornings of

The space occupied by the old
bookstore has been converted into
two classrooms, and will also yield
sufficient space to house the offices
of the Secretarial Studies Department.

Patronize Our Advertisers!

Between Pine and Olive
1629 Sixth Aye. EL.0227

Announced

past.

219 Broadway No.

Young Men's
Shop
"

Exam Dates

them completely unmoved. After
many campaigns in the old Cave,
these battle-scarred veterans of
past cafeteria wars could not but
look at this bright new wonder
with misted eyes. The old smokestained walls that had looked down
upon small, conspiratorial groups
as they plotted campus politics, or
formed student body policy over
coffee and cigarettes were now but
a memory that could be added to
the cherished memorabilia of the

Psych Center Gets Facelifting
The Psychological Service, located in Warren West Hall on the
lower campus, moved into its newly renovated offices September 21.
The expansion project, accomplished under the direction of Fr.
Edmund McNulty, S.J., dean of the
School of Enginering, was financed
by the gift of a friend of the university.
In place of public relations and
the student placement bureau, now
located in theStudent Union building, the Center is open for business.
A full time staff of three, including Father James E. Royce, S.J.,
Mr. William A. Guppy, and Mr.
James T. Reilly, is serving the
Center.
Among the activities the Center
performs for the school are: Administering the selective service
qaulifying examination; conducting
the founder's scholarship exam,
given each year to promising high
school seniors; giving the Western
Gear Works examination for a
scholarship in engineering.
To all students entering the
School of Nursing, the Center provides a battery of tests, gives col-

Grad School

FRANK KIEFNER Jewelers

512 Broadway No. (Across from A&P Parking Lot)

SONNY LAIGO (left) purchases supplies from Mrs. Genevieve
Weston at the new Broadway Bookstore.

Fulbright Scholarship
Applications Available
Competitions for United States

government scholarships for graduate study abroad for 1954-55 are
now open, it was announced by Mr.
Kenneth Holland, president of the
Institute of International Education, 1 East 67th St., New York
City. A brochure describing overseas study awards under the Fulbright program and the Buenos
Aires Convention program has
been published by the Institute,
and application blanks are available at that agency or in the offices
of Fulbright advisers on college
and university campuses.
The Fulbright and Buenos Aires
Convention programs are part of
the educational exchange activities
of the Department of State. They
willgive almost 1000 American citizens the chance to study abroad
during the 1954-55 academic year.
Since the establishment of the Fulbright program in 1947, over 2700
American students have gone
abroad under its auspices and 900
more are scheduled to go in September 1953. Under the older
Buenos Aires Convention program
sixteen Latin American countries
have each offered awards to one or
two Americans a year since the
program's inception in 1937.
Nations in Program
Countries where U. S. graduate
students may study under the Fulbright program are Austria, Australia, Belgium and Luxembourg.
Burma, Ceylon, Denmark, Egypt,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
India, Iraq, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Pakistan, the Philippines, Sweden,
Thailand, Union of South Africa,
and the United Kingdom. Ceylon
and Sweden, newest countries in
the program, signed agreements
with the United States last-year.
The countries participating in
the Buenos Aires Convention program are Bolivia,Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Domini-

grantees is made by the Board of
Foreign Scholarships appointed by
the President of the United States.
The Institute of International Education, central private agency in
the U. S. administering programs
for the exchange of students, teachers, and specialists, is the agency
designated by the Board of Foreign
Scholarships and the Department
of State to screen applications. Under the Buenos Aires Convention,
the Institute makes the preliminary
recommendation of candidates,
with the cooperating countries
making the final selection of candidates for study within their borders.
Competition for the 1954-55 academic year closes October 31, 1953.
An exception is the program for
Australia and New Zealand, for
which October 15 is the closing
date.

November 14, 1953; February 20,
April 10 and August 7, 1954.
During 1952-53 some 7,400 applicants took this test, andtheir scores
were sent to over 100 law schools.
A candidate must make separate
application for admission to each
law school of his choice, and should
inquire of each whether it wishes
him to take the Law School admission test. Since many law schools
select their freshmen classes in the
spring preceding its entrance, candidates for admission to next year's
classes are advised ordinarily to
take either the November or the
February test, if possible.
The test, prepared and administered by Educational Testing Service, features objective questions
measuring verbal aptitudes and
reasoning ability rather than acquired information. It cannot be
"crammed" for.
Bulletins and applications for the
test should be obtained four to six
weeks in advance of the desired
testing date from Law School Admission Test, Educational Testing
Service, P.O. Box 592, Princeton,
N.J. Complete applicationsmust be
received at least ten days before
the testing date.

Test Dotes Set
For Low School
Examinations
Graduate record examinations,
required of applicants for admission to a number of graduate
schools, will be administered at
examination centers throughout

the country four times in the coming year,Educational Testing Service has announced.
Fall candidates may take the
(Continued from Page One)
GRE Saturday, Nov. 14. In 1954,
secretarial studies, and James T.
the dates are January 30, May 1,
Riley will be an instructor in psy- and July 10. ETS advises each apchology and work as an assistant plicant to inquire of the graduate
in the Psychological Service Cen- school which exam to take and on
ter.
which dates it shall be taken. ApComposition and literature in- plicants for graduate school fellowstructors newly appointed are Mrs. ships should ordinarily take the
Betty Harter and David Downes.
designated exams in the fall.
Mr. John Stanford will be conGRE tests offered in these naducting a class in real estate in tionwide programs include a test
the School of Commerce and Fi- of general scholastic ability, and
nance. He is a former graduate of advanced level tests of achieveSU and did graduate work at the ment in 17 different subject matter
University of Pennsylvania. Mr. fields.
Stanford also taught for a time at
Application forms and a Bulletin
Washington State College.
of Information, which provides deelementary
Directors of
and sectails of registration and adminisondary teaching in the School of tration as well as sample questions,
Education have also been appoint- may be obtained from college aded. They are Dr. L. C. Breen and visers or directly from Educational
Ralph K. O'Brien. Dr. Breen reTesting Service, P.O. Box 592,
ceivedhis Doctor of Philosophy in Princeton,N.J., or P.|O. Box 9896,
Education at the University of Los Feliz Station, Los Angeles, Cal.
can Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Washington and was former prinA completed application must
Honduras,Mexico,Nicaragua, Pan- cipal of the elementary school at reach the ETS office at least 15 days
ama, Paraguay, Peru, and Vene- Bellevue for six years and super- before the date of administration
zuela.
intendent of schools at Quincy and for which the candidate is applyFellowship Qualifications

Eligibility requirements for these
foreign study fellowships are:
United States citizenship; a college
degre or its equivalent at the time
the award is tobe taken up; knowledge of the language of the country
sufficient to carry on the poposed
study, and good health.
Final selection of the Fulbright

Attention Seniors
Aegis Dates Set
Seniors may have their pictures
taken for the AEGIS, SU yearbook,
Monday, Wednesday or Thursday
of the next two weeks, October 5,
7, 8, 12, 14 and 15.
Jon Arnt, university photographer, will take pictures from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the LA building,
third floor men's lounge.
Co-Editors Leila Charbonneau

and Tom Koehler wish to remind
seniors that this is their last opportunity to have their class picture
in the AEGIS.

MORE ABOUT

Faculty Changes

Coulee

City.

ing.

Mr. O'Brien earned his bachelor's degree from Cortland State
Teachers and his master's from
Syracuse University. He is currently a candidatefor his doctorate
at the University of Washington.

15th Avenue North

Self-Service Laundry
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Tubload
washed and dried.
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(Opposite Group Health Clinic)
We are close to your campus.

Welcome to Seattle U
Come and see our new assortment of
Dollar Costume Jewelry
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Why haven't gasoline prices gone higher?
First, our U.S. oil companies are operating
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in an intensely competitive industry.
Second, U.S.oil companies are bigenough to
finance vast programs of research. So our
technological progresshas been great.
By plowing back profits intobetter facilities,
byimprovingprocesses andproductsthrough
research,byeliminating wasteateverypoint,
our U.S. oil companies have been able to
offset their rising costs with greaterefficiency
an^ keeP their prices down.
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"Average U. S.

prices

nomore than this.
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Inspite ofall this,however, the price of
our 76 gasoline has gone up only 66%*.

*.

§1

—

c reasons f° r tms are obvious. Prices are
higher because costs are higher.
Costs in the oil industry are no exception.
The cost of building a Union Oil Service
Station has gone up 200% since 1939. Our
other construction costs are up 149%. And
c cog^. q^g^ggj pjpg jugj. oneof cmaterials
that we use by the trainload is up 88%.
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for all gasolines haveincreased

UNION OIL COMPANY
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Incorporatedin California,October 17,1890
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CHIEFTAINS TO PLAY HEAVY SCHEDULE
Bob Hedequist New
Frosh Hoop Coach
A major change in the athletic
staff of Seattle University has
taken place with the appointment
of Bob Hedequist,former Chieftain
basketball star, as coach of the
Frosh team the Papooses.
Bob is a home-town Doy having
been born right here in Seattle. He
attended ODea High and is considered one of the best players that
school has produced. Those of you
who have followed SU sports will
remember Bob's great basketball
ability. He played for the Chieftains from the 1947-48 to 1950-51

—

FOOTBALL NEWS
By BILL DE FOREEST

Every fall a young man's fancy turns to football. Your sports editor
is no exception. It seems impossible to accomplish anything on Saturday
afternoons during the football season. Last Saturday Ijust got through
listening to the Washington-Michigan game in time to hear Notre Dame
defeat the inspired Sooners of Oklahoma.
Those who didn't hear the Irish-Sooner game must have been in
the minority last week. Oklahoma seemed to have one of the best
chances of stopping the preseason favorite, and almost everyone Ihave
talked to seems to have been listening. The Fighting Irish survived the

near-100-degree temperature at Owen Field to defeat the Oklahoma
team, 28-21. Joe Heap, left halfback, turned in the usual great offensive
game by scoring two touchdowns on passes from Guglielmi, but what
was really impressive was how he saved the game twice by overtaking

Sooner runners from behind. (Joe had been completely lacking in
defensive playing timebefore last week.) The rest of the Irish backfield
(Ralph Guglielmi, John Lattner, and Neil Worden) also turned in an
impressive game. The game was highlighted by the line play of both
sides. Capt. Don Penza, an end, sparked the Notre Dame triumph by
recovering a kick he had blocked to set up one touchdlwn and by
recovering a fumble to start another scoring drive.
The Huskies seem to be having more than their share of bad luck
this season. After losing two of their best backs and a close opening
game, the Washington eleven ran square into the strong and underestimated Wolverines. It's hard enough to beat Michigan when they
have a weak team, but it's murder when they are strong.

Casaba Season Starts
Dec. 3 Against Wichita

The Chieftains will officially open their 1953-54 basketball season
by playing host to Wichita on Thursday, Dec. 3. The schedule is still
tentative, but there will probably be no changes. The casaba crew will
again play Loyola, Creighton, Gonzaga, Portland, Pacific Lutheran, College of Puget Sound, and Seattle Pacific. The new names on the list
are Wichita, Pepperdine,St.Mary's,
Colorado A&M, and Oklahoma City
University.
After seeing this basketball
schedule, the "subway alumni" will
By DE FOREEST
This week, Sportlight has as its probably wonder what the 1953
subject the beautiful queen of col- edition of the Seattle University
legiate golf, Seattle University's Chieftains will do, now that the
longer wearing the
own Pat Lesser. Although born O'Briens are no
at Fort Totten in New York City, maroon-and-white. Since the official turnouts are not scheduled
Pat has been a Seattleite since
1945, and is a graduate of Holy until Oct. 12, there is very little
definite information to work on.
Names High School. She first
started to play golf while her fa- There can, of course, be no minimizing the loss of John and Ed to
Seattle U. I think, however, that
when we review the list of returning varsity players we will agree
that there is still plenty of excep-

Sportlight

tionally good

New Substitution Rule

season. Infact, Bob wasone of the
last four-year varsity lettermen,
sharing that honor with Earl
Spangler and Elmer Speidel. He
was a member of the team that
won second place in the National
Catholic Tournament at Albany in
1951. He also played varsity baseball for three years during which
timehe alternated between catcher,
pitcher and first baseman.
Among his other activities, Bob
was head of the Sodality in his
senior year at Seattle U.In1950, he
was chosen for the National Jesuit
Honorary.

Having two degrees already, he
still plans on attending classes here
at Seattle U in order to acquire a
third (this time in Education with
an English major).
Bob will replace Les Whittles,
who coached the Papooses to the
AAU regional basketball championship last year. (Word has it
that Les is working for Alpine
Dairy, which may mean that he
will play with the Alpine club this
season. Bill Higlin, who played
with Les on the 1951 varsity, has
already played one season with Alpine).

The new modified substitution rule is the greatest topic of conversation this season. Some teams seem to have had more trouble than
others in converting over to the one-platoonsystem. The Ivy League
coaches, without the benefit of spring practice, will surely be the most
"
handicapped of all this fall.
Some of the comments from head coaches against the new rule:
Biggie Munn, of Michigan State: "I don't think the new rule will
work out to the best interests of spectators, coaches, or players. Itis
bound to make for a slower, less skillfully played game and certainly
will work against the players with limited abilities or lack of physical
size."
Red Drew, of Alabama: "No matter how good a back is on offensive,
he has to be able to play defensive now. Lots of good backs will see
limited duty for this season."
Ara Passeghian, of Miami: "The new rule will not achieve its
desired benefit for the smaller schools but will emphasize the span
between the haves and the have-nots."
Frank Leahy is also against the new rule, but after the annual
spring game between the varsity and old-timers (like Johnny Lujack)
he seemed optimistic. He said, "I think the lads have progressed real
well with the double-duty problem the anti-platoon rule imposes, in
view of the limitednumber of practices we are allowed under regulations."
The greater majority of coaches are .however, definitely in favor
of the rules change. Some of the better comments for the new rule were:
De Witt Weaver, of Texas Tech.: "There's a very good chance that
fans will see better football immediately because the backs who drop
the ball will have to stay in and take it away from the other side."
(The Red Raiders fumbled 31 times last year.)
Tuss McLaughrey, of Dartmouth: "Now we'll go back to playing
footballthe way it should be played .The two-platoonsystem was like
having a team of batters and a team of fielders in baseball."
Al Kawal, of Temple: "The college football player who can't
go both ways will go only one way out."
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J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
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Beclaws He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
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Jack Gordon, directorof public relations,has beennamed assistant athletic director, Willard
Fenton, athletic director, announced Wednesday morning.
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VARSITY SCHEDULE
Dec. 3
Wichita
Dec. 4
Wichita
Dec. 8
Pacific Lutheran
Dec.11 Pepperdine
Dec.12 Pepperdine
Dec.17 Loyola
Loyola
Dec. 18
Dec. 25 Creighton
Dec. 26 Creighton
Jan. 2
Seattle Pacific
Jan. 5
Coll. of Puget Sound
Gonzaga
Jan. 8
Gonzaga
Jan. 9
Jan. 15 St. Mary's
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"Go lump in tha lake," squalled Sheedy's mermaid with baited breath,
"You look simply crabby with that messy hair.Better get yourhooks into
Wildroot Cream -Oil, America's favorite hair tonic. Keeps hair combed
with no trace of greasiness. Removes loose,ugly dank|»i
druff. Relieves annoying dryness. Containslanolin. Nonalcoholic. Ishell never sea you again until you start
___^'
using it." Paul crabbed 29( and bought Wildroot
Cream -Oil. Now he's the crab -apple of her eye. So
water you waiting for? Hurry and get a bottle or handy
tube at any toilet goods counter. And nets time you
5
visit your barber, ask for Wildroot Cream-Oil on your
«uiwnim» ft
hair. Then you'll be the best catch on campus.
«S^,
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♥of1M So.Harris HillRd., Williamsville, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11,N. Y.
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Jan.16— St. Mary's
Jan. 21 Colorado A&M
Jan. 22
Colorado A&M
Jan. 25
Oklahoma City Univ.
Jan. 26 Oklahoma City Univ.
Jan. 29
Portland
Jan.30 Portland
Feb. 2 Pacific Lutheran
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 9
Feb.25
Feb.26

Gonzaga
Gonzaga
Coll. of Puget Sound

Portland
Portland
(Home Games are in Bold Face)

Notice
Basketball turnout is scheduled for October 12. The varsity
willmeet in the gym at 1o'clock
with the Frosh gathering at 3
o'clock.

ther, Colonel Lesser, was stationed
in Hawaii. After playing two
months in the Islands, she was
evacuated, along with her mother
and sister, because of the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor. Pat didn't
play again till she came to Seattle.
She was City of Seattle champion
at 14 and repeated her victory the
next year. At 15 she was medalist
and quarter-finalist in the Canadian National Open.
Since then the graceful Seattle
University coedhas amassed a long
list of accomplishments. She is a
former Western and National Junior champion. She has won numerous local championships such
as the March of Dimes, Milk Fund,
and Olympic mixed twosomes. In
the last three years,she has played
in the National Amateur, placing
as quarter-finalist twice, and semifinalist once.
In 1952 Pat also won the Washington State championship, the
Oregon State championship, and
the Pacific Northwest championship. She won the Rochester Invitational Tournament and was
low amateur in the 1951 and 1952
National Opens (the only times
Pat has played in it). She was
also semi-finalist in the Western
Open at Atlanta and was low amateur in the Carrolton open. In the
Canadian National Open she was
medalist and semi-finalist.
The Seattle University golf star
has beaten such national stars as
Jackie Pung, Gracy DeMoss, Edean
Anderson, Barbara Romack, Claire
Doran, Pat O'Sullivan, Bobbie
Dawson, Kathy McKinnon, Bea
MacWane, and many others. Inthe
National Open in Atlanta in 1951,
Pat's 300 for four rounds of golf
was only one stroke off Babe Didrickson's 299.
Pat was twice selected as Northwest representative for the Sullivan Award and twice for the Seattle Man of the Year Award for
athlete of the year (last year she
sat next to the winner, Johnny O).
From what most sports editorsback
East think, Pat has a very fine
chance of being picked for next
year's U. S. Curtis Cup team which
plays the English women's team in

material.

Stan Glowaski last year' proved
to be one of the hottest shots in
the Northwest. Stan, besides being
a great rebounder, led the SU scoring- column in a few of last season's
games. He often scored 20 or more
points in a game, and there were
few games in which he didn't get
into the double figures. His 22
points against the University of
Washington in the regional NCAA
playoffs helped spark the Chieftains in their toughest game.
Another good rebounder and
scorer is Wayne Sanford, who has
been playing first string varsity for
the last two years. Wayne, as you
probably well remember, was a
great factor in the Chieftains' victory over the famous Harlem
Globetrottersat EdmundsonPavilion in the 1950-51 season. Last
year he was often found in the
double figure column.
When Johnny O. missed his first
college basketball game due to a
back injury last year, 6-ft.-8-in.
Joe Pehanik took over the pivot
spot to drop in 24 counters against
Pacific Lutheran. Joe also did an
outstanding job in guarding Bob
Houbregs and slowing the Washington tidal wave in the NCAA
playoffs.
Other returning varsity players
are Jack Johansen, John Kelly,
Bob Malone, Gordy Hem, and Ron
Bissett.
Frosh Replacements
The most hopeful aspect of this

season, however, is the replacements that are coming up from
last year's frosh team. The "recordshattering" 1952-53 Papoose squad
has been termed the most outstanding Freshman team in the history of the school. Against college
competition they were beaten only
once in 11 games.
Bob Godes led the scoring parade, avering 21 points per game
(Big Bob compiled 653 points for
the highest season record, accumulated 239 field goals, and tied the
free-throw mark of 175.) Cal
Bauer and Larry Sanford averaged
10 each, while Don McDougal and
Tommy Cox followed with nine
and eight, respectively.
Looking much like their brother
Chieftains, last season's Papooses
were a wide-open, fast-breaking
offensive-minded team that broke
many records in compiling huge
scores. Freshman records smashed
by last season's Papooses include:
the top average score per game,
70.63; the most total points per
team, 2,351; the most field goals,
856; the most free throws, 639; and
the two highest scores, 106 against
the Tacoma Police in the Northwest AAU playoffs, and 105 against
Philadelphia.
Centralia Junior College.
Many games are won or lost beFor the last two years Pat has
played on the Seattle University
cause of the support that is eitheV
varsity golf team, and is nowinter- given or not given the teams that
ested in forming a women's team. are playing. A thing to notice
(After being semi-finalistlast year, about this year's schedule is the
she won the National Collegiate number of home games. Strong
this year.)
student body support at the games
Pat has a brilliant future in golf this year will be no small factor
ahead of her, but no matter where in our having a successful season.
she goes or what she does, she can It will be your responsibility to
be assured of a strong and faithful give as much support and encourfollowing at Seattle University.
agement as possible to the team.
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Marshall Scholarships Offered
American Graduate Students
The British government has announced the foundation at British
universities of 12 scholarships to
be competed for annually by
United States graduate students.
The awards will express the
United Kingdom's gratitude for the
generous and farsighted Program
for European Recovery. They will
be known as Marshall Scholar-

It is intended that the first scholars should begin their studies at
British universities in the fall of
1954. Applications for 1954 must
be in the hands of the appropriate
regional committeeby Nov. 1, 1953.
Successful candidates will be notified of their appointments in the
spring of 1954.
Candidates may apply either in
respect of the region in which they
These scholarships will be grant- live, or in respect of any region in
ed annually, each for a two-year which they may have received at
period which may be extended to least two years of college training.
three. Eligible for competition are
Prospective candidates in the
U.S. citizens, men or women under Pacific region should write to the
the age of 28, graduates of accred- British Consulate General, 310
ited U.S. colleges or universities. Sansome St., San Francisco 4, Calif.
The scholarships may be held at Explanatory documents and the
appropriate application forms will
any British university.
The value of each award will be available from this office.
be $1,540 a year, with an extra
$560 a year for marriedmen. This
sum will comfortably finance a
year's study at a British university,
since academicfees and living costs
are considerably less than in the
United States. Transportation is
provided from home to the British
university and back.
Qualifications for the awards are
distinction of intellect and character, as shown by scholastic attainment and other activities and
achievements. Preference will be
given to candidates who combine
high academic ability with the capacity to play an active part at
the university of their choice.
Under the terms of the awards,
each of four regional committees
in the United States East, South,
Middle West, and Pacific
willselect three candidates every year,
with three in reserve. These names
will be forwarded for approval to
the Advisory Council in Washington, which consists of six distinguished Americans who will assist
the British Ambassador, Chairman
:
of the Council, in reviewing and
approving the candidates.

—

'53 Education Grads

Campus
Calendar
Oct. 2 Frosh Mixer
Oct. 9 Women's Halls Open
House
Oct. 12 Assembly Board and
Class Officer Elections
Oct. 14 Mass of the Holy
Ghost
Oct. 23 Alumni Dance
Oct. 30 Barn Dance
(tentative)
Nov.5, 6 Midquarters
Nov. 11 Armistice Day
(holiday)
12,13,
11,
14 Variety
Nov.
Show
Nov.18,19,20 Retreat

Staff Local Schools

Sixty-eight SU Education majors George Pain, and Nancy Powers.
who received certificates in 1953
Graduates teaching in other
are teaching in Northwest schools. parts of the state include: Mat
Seattle teachers are: Jim Aber- Berkovich, Jack Bowers, John
nethy, Lawrence Albertson, Phillis Bowman, Jean Brown, L. W. ChrisBallard, Mary Ellen Bergmann, tomos, Dagny Cisney, Jerry DonJoanna Byrne, Michael Comer, ovan, Peggy Doohan, Barbara
Mitchell DeHart, Corrine DelMis- Dorman, Louise Edholm, Catherine
sier, William DeWaele, Michael Grenier, Charles Heggen, Ethel
Mac Hesseltine, Patricia Hill, Joan
Feeney.
Helen Ford, Willetta Hofmeister, Jacobson,Joan Keast, Harry Knast,
Catherine Ingebretsen, Frand Ku- Joanne Leonard, Jack Lopresto,
magai, Eugene Lehn, Donald Ley, Peggy McAlerney, Ann McGee,
Joan McGreal, George Mehrens, John McGough, Ralph Mancini,
Eugene Pastro, Edwinna Rogers, Donald Mars, Melton Wallace,
James Shelton, James Stern, Jud- Margaret Myers, Terrence O'Donson Talmadge, Jerome Thalle, nell, George Pain, Nancy Powers,
Elsie Rinaldo, Jacquelyn Short,
Marylou Wyse.
Teachers in parochial schools Susan Swink, Larry Tofte, John
are: Natalie Baker, John Keast, Young, Eve Casey, MyraKalgaard.
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When you smoke Chesterfield it's

so satisfying to know that you are
getting the one cigarette that's low
in nicotine, highest in quality.

%**

CLASSIFIED ADS
LOST SOMETHING? Want something? Advertise in your SPECTATOR. Only s<t per word.
'39 NASH Sedan. Htr. and Overdrive.
4 new recaps. Clean, runs good. EAst
3900.
GIRL WANTED For Saturday work at
15th Aye. No. Self-Service Laundry.
Aye.
Call EA. 9655 or go to 129 15th

—
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North.
VERN MALLORY and His Orchestra.
CA. 6121.
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And it's so satisfying to know that

a c octor reports no adverse effects
to t ie nose' tnroa ar|d sinuses

*

Phil Ross Union Service
"Your Friendly Union Station on
Capitol Hill"
Firestone Tires, Batteries, Triton Oil

501

- 15th

Aye.

No.

EA. 9850

The COTTAGE
Atmosphere"

M

-0W

search laboratory and is based
on th° rough bi-monthly examfield smokers over a period of

Tm

"Collegiate
The Restaurant Near Your
Campus

1501 E. Madison St.

£/^

HILLTOP CAFE
"If you don't eat here,

we'll both starve."
Your Capitol Hill Restaurant, at
410 15th Avenue North
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JERRY TUCKER'S
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ORCHESTRA
Music"

',

in Dance
Available for All Occasions

"Tin- Rest

LAnder 2907
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SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
Dress Shirts
Suits, Dresses

20<
$125

Complete Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Service

707 Madison St. MA. 9612

you
for
CHESTERFIELD best
LARGEST SELLING aGARETTEIn^AMERICA'S COLLEGES
Copyright
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